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DETERMINATION OF THE LD50 BY USE OF PROBIT, ANGULAR,
AND LOGIT TRANSFORMATIONS*

Sylvanus A. Tyler and Joan Gurian

I. INTRODUCTION
*

In statistics, extensive  use  is  made of transformations on variates
that simplify the extraction of ssential parameters and inferences about
a population from its sub sets. 1) Especially in the evaluation of biological
assays that admit quantal responses have transformations proved indispen-
sible to statistical analysis.   In many cases the relation between two concom-
itant variates can well be represented by considering the normal deviate or
probit of one variate as a linear function of an appropriate measure of the
other variable. Particularly useful is the probit transformation when a
linear relationship exists between these transformed quantities. (2,3,4,5)
However, because of the labor involved in response analysis by the probit
method, many investigators have sought other transformations that would
1) provide a simple method of computation for assays that admit analysis
by probits and 2) determine transformed variates that can be made to satisfy
the requirements for statistical inference. Two other transformations meet
these requirements with precision when the number of subjects used is
large--the angular  and the logit transformations. A short discussion of each

'                               transformation is given  and an example, typical of those encountered  in
bioassay, is used to illustrate the computational procedure peculiar to each
transformation.

II. PROBIT ANALYSIS

Let us investigate the probit transformation by considering a typi-
cal problem in pharmacology. A number of animals,  n, is exposed to  a
known degree of physical or chemical stimulation and a number, s, survives
while the remainder  dies. The graph of ·the proportion of dead animals  as
ordinate and sonne measure of the corresponding dosage received as abscis-
sa will be sigmoid in shape.  If we assume that such a graph is descriptive
of a distribution of susceptibilities between individuals of our population,
then the ordinate at any dosage level will divide the area of the dosage-
mortality curve into two parts that give the proportions of animals pos-
sessing individual susceptibilities below and above the dosage indicated.
If we now plot the normal probability deviate that corresponds to the per
cent deaths against an appropriate function of dosage, a straight-line rela-
tion between these quantities will result. To avoid the inconvenience of the
negative  sign, five is added to the normal deviates and the resulting values

*A  compilation of techniques for computational purposes.
4
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are called probits. The regression line can now be found and the rela-(2)

tionship between mortality and dosage is thus known.

Since the sampling variance of the probit is dependent upon the
probit value, the problem of weights in the regression analysis must be
considered. Also, special consideration must be given to the case of 0
and 100 per cent survival since great departure from normality is ex-
pected.*

We  recall that at. a given dosage level, s, survivors were observed
out of n animals tested.  If P and Q represent the probabilities of death

'              and survival, respectively, and are estimated by

P = 1 --s =   1   -          =1                                                                                 (1)q                           q

from the binomial distribution, s survivors are expected in 4 of the cases,
where

11/ =  s!  (n |-  s)! pn-s Qs                                                                                  (2)

To fit the corrected regression line of the probit y on dose x by the method
of maximum likelihood we equate to 0 the sum of the differentials with re-
spect toyof the logarithms of quantities  (2) for all dosage levels.   The  ex-
pressions for maximum likelihood are then of the form

d(log *) = d(log W) dP = (Qn - s) dP = (Qn - s) Z
dy  dP dy PQ dy  PQ      (3)

dp                                  '
where -= Z is the value of the ordinate to the normal curve at y.  If nPdY
and nQ are both large, the binomial distribution closely approximates the
normal, and the factor (Qn - s) is proportional to the differences between
the expected and observed probits.  Then

dQ
Qn-s0 n(Y-y)-=n(y-Y) Z

dy

"     and equation (3) becomes.

d(log V/) nZ2= (y - Y)-dy                PQ                                                      (4)

* The binomial distribution is  used as the probability model.
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where Y is the probit expected. To determine this expression, the values
of P and Q are taken from the uncorrected regression line and the corrected
line connputed by the usual regression procedures.

The binomial distribution. when n  or  s  are sinall numbers, will depart
appreciably from normality and the quantities.,(Qn - s) and (Y - y) will not,in general, be proportional. (6)   The  case  of 0 survivors  is an example. (7)
Here, y is infinite.  Use is made of a working probit that will satisfy the
equation

Qn-s=nZ (Yw-Y)oryw=Y+ (Q-P      (5)

where YW is the working probit and P, Q, Y are estimated from the uncor-
rected regression line.  With this substitution, the calculation of the cor-
rected regression line follows as before.  Let us enumerate a few facts
that are embodied in expressions (4) and (5).

1. For 0 survivors (s = 0)

Yw= Y+9Z -                              (6)

2.  For a Y less than five, the expression

yw = Y.--  (p _.n   s)                                                              (7)

is convenient to use.

nZ2
3.     The  weight ( )i s symmetrical about Y=5 a t which point itsPQ

value is a maxirnurn.

Tables  of the above quantities  can be found in several books. (4,8)

a. Application

The computational procedure for determining the dosage necessary
to affect 50 per cent pf the subjects tested by the probit Inethod is outlined
in detail. Illustrative material was ta]Sen from the 20-day, X-ray mortality
data for mice obtained by G. Sacher.(9) The corrected regression line is
calculated and the LD50 with associated standard error computed.

Table 1 contains the raw data used and the quantities required for
determining the provisional regression line.

I.
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Table 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

x     n    d     p     q     y     Yc

467 110 20 .182 .818 4.0922 3.792
500 112    17 .152 .848 3.9721 4.227
533 127 38 .299 .701 4.4727 4.662
567 112 56 .500 .500 5.0000 5.111
600 124 102 .822 .178 5.9230 5.546
633 110    86 .782 .218 5.7790 5.981
667 126 118 .936 .064 6.5220 6.430
700* 94 94 1.000 .000

733     94    93 .989 .011 7.2904 7.300

*Dose group omitted from the analysis.
.

N=8 x = 587.5
E x = 4,700 Exy = 26,022.0007
Exa = 2,816,534 Ey = 43.0514

b = NIxy - Exsy = 8(26022.0007) - (4700) (43.0514) = 0.01319
NXx2  -  ( Ex)2 8(2,816,534) - (4,700)2

a=9= "  = 5.381

Y   =·a + b(x -x) -5.381 + 0.01319 (x - 587.5) = 0.01319x - 2.368          (8)C

The quantities entered in Table 1 are, by columns, the following:

Column 1 - dosage (in r) administered to group
Column 2 - total number of animals in group
Column 3 - number of animals dead within 20 days after exposure
Column 4 - proportion dead within 20 days (Col. 3 + Col. 2)
Column 5 - proportion alive at the end of the 20-day period

(1 - Col. 4)
Column 6 - empirical probits of corresponding values in Col. 4

(Table IX, ref. 8)
Column 7 - the expected probits, based on the provisional regres-

sion line of empirical probits (y) versus dosage (x)

The expected probits may be obtained from a visually fitted line with, of  
course, a sacrifice in the accuracy of the resulting determinations.  To
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establish the dosage-mortality relationship in reference  10, the expected
probits were estimated from a visually-drawn trend line and therefore dif-
fer slightly from the trend established herein. The provisional regression
equation and necessary computations are given immediately below Table  1.

The quantities in Table 2, columns 5 and 6 correspond, respectively,
to the maximum working probit and the range associated with each expected
probit, obtained by linear interpolation of values in Table II, reference 8.

The working probits, Y,1*r = Y  +-  -  -are tabulated in column 8. The weight-
CZZ

ing coefficients, (Table II, reference  8)  and the weight assigned  each Yc  are
Zz

recorded in columns 9 and 10. Since the weighting coefficient- is sym-PQ
metrical about Yc = 5, its value for an expected probit less than five (Yc< 5)
is the same as that for an expected probit equal to (10 - Yc)·  Thus to cal-
culate the working probit  from an expected probit value greater  than  five,
the quantity Y'= 10 - Yc is used in place of YC, the value p is substituted
for q and Yw found from Yw = 10 - y v (Table 3).

Table 2

1           2             3            4           5            6            7            8            9           10

Dose Number Table Table II, Cols. Cols. Table II Cols.
Exposed               I           ref. 4 3x6 5-7 ref. 8 2x9% Surv.

..    Q      1         q                 Z2
x          n            q          Yc      Y c+ -       -          -         Yw        -         w

Z    Z     Z           PQ

467 110 .818 3.792 See Table 3 4.1500 .36756 40.432

500 112 .848 4.227 4.0085 .51043 57.168

533 127 .701 4.662 4.4800 .62201 78.995

567 112 .500 5.111 6.2611 2.5234 1.2617 4.9994 .63355 70.958

600 124 . 178 5.546 6.3978 2.9143 .5187 5.8791 .57036 70.725

633 110 .218 5.981 6.6435 4.0615 .8854 5.7581 .44486 48.935

667 126 . 064 · 6.430 6.9623 6.9915 .4475 6.5148 .29212 36.807 ,

733      94 .011 7.300 7.6786 35.3020 .3883 7.2903 .07563 7.109
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Table 3

1          2             3           4           5            6           7          8          9         10

Dose Number Table   10 - Yc Table II Cols. Cols. 10 -% KilledExposed                I                   ref. 8 3x7 6-8   'Col. 9

Q l px n p 'Y y' Y'- - -  J Yw
C                                                       Zzz

467 110 .182 3.792 6.208 6.7983 5.2107 . 9483 5.8500 4. 1500

500 112 .152 4.227 5.773 6.5160 3.3846 .5145 5.9915 4.0085

533 127 .299 4.662 5.338 6.3146 2.6575 .7946 5.5200 4.4800

From the entries in Table.2, cols. 1, 8 and 10, the quantities below
were found:

SW 411.129 S wy  = 2,094.784712
W

SWX 232,975.286 Swyz = 10,980.924078
W

SWXZ 133,626,934.604 Swxy  = 1,208,478.186544W

N EN= 566.672 a=y   = EwY= 5.095Sw W EW

Swywx _
(Ewyw)(Swx)

XWb= = 0.0133
(SWX)2SWX2 -
EW

The weighted regression  line,

Y = 5.095 + 0.0133 (x - 566.672) = 0.0133x - 2.4417                (9)

where Y denotes the proportion of deaths (in probits) and x is the dosage
(in r), describes the dosage-mortality relationship characterizing this ex-
perimental sample.

The question now arises as to the "goodness of fit" with which the
computed relation (9) describes the empirical trend.  The X2 test gives the
answer.
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Table 4

THE Xz TEST FOR GOODNESS OF FIT

Item X2 Degrees
Pof Freedom *

(Iwyw) 2
a Total E ( wywz) - N-1

Ew

C E(wxyw)-EwywswX)2
b   Regression                                       1         Any X2 table

S wx2 - (EWX )2
EW

c Residual Total - Regression N-2 Any X2 table

(error)

a' Total 307.995970              7

b' Regression 278.490953                         1                  <<.001

c' Residual 29.505017              6           <.001
(error)

*N = number of dose groups
The X2-test indicates the agreementbetween expected and observed

probits. For homogeneous data (i.e., data for which regression accounts
for a significant portion of the total variance and the residual or error var-
iance is nonsignificant) the residual variance (Vy) about the regression
line is taken equal to one.  In this example, however, a significant error
variance is found and the heterogeneity that is not accounted for by any sys-
tematic nonlinear departure of the empirical data from the linear least-
square fit (Figure 1) proportionally contributes to the error inherent inthe
regression parameters. The error variance is equal to the error-sum-
of-squares (total minus regression-sum-of-squares) divided by the  cor-
responding degrees of freedom (number of dosage groups minus two).
Thus the variances ofthe slope  (b) and the mean workingprobit (a) arere-

Vgw VFW
spectively Vb - (Ewx)2 , and V'  = -.  The square root of these

FWXZ - a  Ew
EW

variances gives the corresponding standard errors. The variances asso-
ciated with the regression line of our example are

- (EwywEwx)2.

.   Swy2   - ( SwyW )2 I W
(Swywx- (10)

....
W Sw

Ewx2  -  ( EWX)2
.' EW - 29.505017

V'   -                                                  =           = 4.917507yw<.- N-2             6
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V0
'W 4.917503

Vb
=

(Ewx)2
=

1,606,363.336 - '306126 x 10-5; ab = V-  ='.00175SWXZ -
EW

V.
V    = l = = .0119610; a =,8- = .109

Yw  4.917503
a Ew 411.129 a v a

A quantity usually desired in toxicity studies is the amount of an
agent necessary to produce an effect upon p per cent of the subjects tested.
When the agent is administered in dosages and death of the subject is the
response criterium, the dosage, lethal to p per cent of the subjects is nota-
tionally written LDP. Mathematically, determining the LDp is equivalent
to finding a dosage (x), given a measure of mortality (Y).  For if

/Y -a\Y=a+b (k - x),thenx=x+(    b   j"and in particular,

(p'- a)LD =1+
b (11)

P

where p' is the probit transpose of p. The variance of the LDp is found to
be (ref. 5, pp. 250-1)

1

VLDP = 2 Va - (LDp - x)2 Vb (12)

The computation of the LD56 and associated variance and standard error for
the data of our example is given below.

(5.0 - a) (5.0 - 5.095)LDSO=X+ b = 566.672 + = 559.5290.0133

1/ 1 f
V            = --rl.V   + (LD50  - x)2 Vb 

=

'21 .0119610 + (7.143)2(.306126 x 10-5 LD50  b- ( a (.0133)

= 68.501289

GLDSO = \1 VLDw  = 8.276

b.  Comparison of several probit regression lines.

The animals from which the data of Table 1 were collected consisted
of  8  shipments,(9)  each of which was subdivided into experimental groups
and exposed to varying numbers of the 9 dosages. A probit regression line
was established for each shipment and for the combined shipments (Figure 2).
Section IIa gives the detailed calculation for determining the regression line
based on the combined data. In table 5 are given the statistics resulting from
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a probit analysis of this data by shipment. (10  The statistics included in
Table 4 wete based on least-square fitted provisional lines, and therefore
differ slightly from the results tabulated in Table 8, ref. 10, which were
determined from visually fitted lines.

Table 5

Shipment* Ns bta atcra LD_so -1 1Dso      Vywsb
S

D          5    .0088 + .0055 4.72 1 .25 603.74 i 34.58 2.8066

E        4   .0189 i .0013 5.1 7      i .0 6 577.62 t 3.22 0.1008

F        5    .0079 t .0082 5.20  t .54 536.72 t 73.23 11.9057

G         3    .0176 2 .0007 5.13 i .03 516.28 + 2.01 0.0236

H       5   .0131 t .0065 4.96  i .29 537.60 t 22.25 3.7252

J       7   .0101 t .0003 5.56 t .18 515.64 f 22.60 1.6090

K        5   .0153 t .0038 4.98 1 .16 599.79 t 10.79 1.1171

L         6    .0055 + .0022 5.23  t .12 536.78 t 28.15 0.8638

Combined 8   .0133 1 .0018 5.095 t .109 559.53 i  8.28

*Shipments for which either 100 per cent survival or 100 per cent
mortality resulted were omitted.

To test whether the response pattern of individual shipments repre-
sents populations for which the dosage-mortality dependence is the same,
analysis of variance is used.*(11) The pooled variance (Vyw) from indivi-
dual shipments is found by use of the expression

L
           (Ns   -   2 )Vyw

Vyw - s   D                  s                                                    (13)
I (Ns - 2)
s=D

*The validity of this procedure can be questioned since the variances
Vyws (Table 4) are not constant. A variance ratio close to the criterion

accepted would contain no statistical information.
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· Yw (NS - 2)s                                                                                 (14)
.0  -

The symbols used in equations· (13) and (14) are defined as follows:
+

yws = the working probits for shipment s (s runs from D through L)

Ns  .= the number of dose groups in shipment s
x    = the dosages from shipment s
S

W = corresponding weights attached to probits in shipment sS

Vyws= variance from regression of weighted probits in shipment s

The difference between the sums of squares associated with Vyw and
Viw, the variance of the group working probits from the combined regression
line (10), divided by the difference between the corresponding degrees of
freedom gives an independent estimate (V   of the variance residual which
is then compared with Vyw

VYWS(Ns-2)- Vfw (N-2) (15)
TT'' - (N = dosage groups in combined data)
'Yw

-
E (NS-2) - (N-2)

VYW·The variance ratio -, -is computed and the probability of its occurrence
Vyw

determined.

Table 6

DegreesSource of MeanSum of Squares            of                   F        PVariation SquareFreedom

From individual VywE(Ns-2) E(Ns-2) V    - Table V
V

Yw   v.,shiprnent lines ref. 8

From combined  V w (N-2) (N-2) VO
'Wdata line

Residual VywE(Ns-2)-Vfw(N-2) E(Ns-2) VJ '
-(N-2) 'W

Values of the quantities in Table 6 for this data are entered in Table 7.
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Table 7

DegreesSource of Mean
Sum of Squares            of                     F       P: Variation SquareFreedom

From individual 70.3894 24 2.9329 1.291 P>.20*

shipment lines

From combined 29.5050              6    4.9175
data line

Residual 40.8844            18    2.2714

*From Table V, ref. 8, for nl = 24, nz = i8.
The probability P of the chance occurrence of such a difference between the

shipment trends  and the total group trend is greater  than  20  per  cent.    Thus,
with the 5 per cent mark as the significance criterion, the combined regres- ·
sion adequately describes the response behavior of this set of shipment
groups.

III. THE ANGULAR TRANSFORMATION

A population, each of whose elements possess one of two mutually
exclusive and exhaustive attributes can be described by the binomial dis-
tribution.  If p represents the proportion of the'population possessing one
of two attributes,then q  =1-p i s the proportion possessing the other attri-
bute. The probability of finding any combination  of  the two attributes   in

Pq\
random samples  of  n  elements is given  by  (2). The variances  of   p  (Vp  =n-/'
is a function of both p and n. To eliminate the dependence of the variance

on p, a transformation which substitutes an angle 0  for the proportion p
is performed. If

p = sin20 Osp51 O 5 0 5  .
(16)

the variance of the transform 0is approximately*

' 1
-          ( 0  measured in radians)
4n

V 0 3 (17)
820.7

C 0 measured in degrees)4n-

¥ The proportion p is generally determined empirically and approxi-
mates the corresponding population proportion to a goodness that depends
on the size of sample from which the estimate is made:
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The variance (17) is still dependent on the number (n) of elements in the
sample used, but by designing an experiment so that the resulting sample
numbers are equal, homoscedacity is achieved. The dosage-response
relationship is essentially linear over most of the dosage range.

The angular or. arc-sine transformation is applied to the 20-day-
survival data used in section II and the weighted* regression equation is
calculated in the usual manner for dosage (x) Versus the angular transform

r                ·  of the proportion killed (y = 0 ).  The LD50 and associated parameters are
computed. A table of values and the necessary computations follow.

Table 8

1 2 3 4 5   6

n
x      n      d       p     y. 0* W=

820.7

467 110 20 .182 25.2 .1340

500 112     17 .152 23.0 .1365

533 127     38 .299 33.1 .1547

567 112 ·56 .500 45.0 .1365

600 124 102 .822 65.0 .1511

633 110     86 .782 62.1 .1340

667 126 118 .936 75.4 .1535

733     94     93 .989 84.1 .1145

*Table 12, reference 4

N=8

E w  = 1.1 1 4 8 Swxy = 35,297.3013
Ewx= 652.4736 Swy= 57.1256

Ewxz = 389,079.1208 Ewy2 = 3,440.8725
IWXx =-= 585.28
S W

For the weighted least square line y=a+b(x- T)

*Weights (reciprocal of the corresponding variances) were assigned
each dose group since the number of animals between experimental
groups differed.
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Swxy-
S wx Zwy

EW
b= .25871

EWX2 - (Ewx)2
Zw

Ewya=9= = 51.243
Ew

4 ,'' y = 51.243 + .25871 (x - 585.28) = .25871x - 100.17

e -

  Ewxy _  Iwxgwy \2
Ewy*_  C EWY)2 -   , C Ew .1

EW
Swx2 -

(SWX)2          1V = Ew = 5.2886 (18)Y         N-2

V·
Y

Vb
= 7  346 x 10-4; a        -,fF    =.02710

E wx2 - (SWX)2 b b
SW

V
YV =-=4.7440; a       =,fiF   =   2.1 7 8 1

a Ew a y a

(4 5.0   -   a)
LDSO= x +     b =  561.15 r (For p = .50,0  = 45.0°)

LDso = :i    V   - V.  (LD5O - 31)2. 
= 77.2754 r ; GLDso =  V = 8.7906

a D V LD50

IV. THE LOGIT TRANSFORMATION

The logistic function,

1                                                                                                                          '

P= a,b = constants (19)a - bx1+e

which is frequently called the "growth function" because of its association
with the description of population growth, has achieved wide use in inves-
tigations of physiochemical processes. Because of the c]oseness with which
this function approximates the integrated normal curve, on which the probit
transform is based, the logistic function as a theoretical model might well
serve as a substitute for the longer probit method in the characterization
of "all or .none" responses.(12)
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From (19) a relationship linear in x is easily deduced.

l=ln = a - bx ·

(20)
(1-p)

P

T h e   quantity    1 =l n is called a logit and transforms mortality data(1-p).
P

into a linear function of the dosages when p is the observed proportion dead
at each dosage (x). With weight, w = npq, given to each observed mortality
(p =1-q)a least square solution of the dosage-mortality dependence can
be obtained. Details of the application of this transformation to our example
are given in Table 9.

Table 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x n d p q y w y l P C

467 110 20 .182 .818 1.503 16.38 2.054 .114

500 112 17 .152 .848 1.718 14.44 1.324 .210

533 127 38 .299 .701 .852 26.62 .593 .356

567 112    56 .500 .500 .000 28.00 - .160 .540

600 124 102 .822 .178 -1.530 18.14 - .890 .708

633 110    86 .782 .218 -1.277 18.75 -1.621 .835

667 126 118 .936 .064 -2.683 7.07 -2.374 .915

733    94    93 .989 .011 -4.500 1.02 -3.835 .979

N=8

Ew = 130.42 SWXyl 11,836.232

Swx = 73,150.02 Swyl -3.150

Ewxz = 41,483,157.76 Ewyf 243.535
x = 560.88 y   a = -.02415

' Swxs wyl
SW

EWXyl -
b= . - = -.022142

Ew*2 -   (zwx)4
IW

yi = -.02415 - .022142 (x - 560.88) = 12.3949 - .022142 x (21)
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0

· 20*M

- .

EWYIX -
SWyl SWX

Ewyl   _   C
1 wybz

.
EW

Ew
Ewxz -    (S wx)2

E WV  =                 '                   = 3.4415
Y         N-2

VY
V                 . = 7.567 x 10-6. c  = .002751
b = frwxz,  (Swx)Z                                     b -

ZW

· VV  =- = .02639; a      = .1 6 2
a Ew                            a

L Dso = x - . = 559.79

VLDE =  1  Iva + (LD50 - 302 Vbl
= 5.3839;     a LD50 = 2.32

V. COMPARISON OF THE THREE TRANSFORMATIONS

The probit, angular and logit transformations were applied to the
same data and the LD50 and associated standard error computed. These
values are listed in Table 10.

Table  10

Transformation LDSO (in r)   - GLDSO
Probit 559.53 8.28

Angular 561.15 8.79

Logit 559.79 2.32

Close agreement between computed values of the LD50 is evident. The logit
transformation gives an appreciably lower standard error for the LD50 than
the probit or angular transformations. This result is in accord with the

' findings of other investigators. However, the probit method seems to be the
best and most complete way to analyze response data. This method is based
on the assumption that the susceptibilities of a population to some stimulant
are normally distributed with respect to a measure of the stimulant given.
Impetus is given to the acceptance of this model by empirical verification.
Although dosage groups for which a  0  6r  lob per cent mortality resulted
were not considered inthe analysis, no difficulty is encountered when suchgroups
are included.

<
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If, however, an experimental investigation of response is restricted
to a set of dosages close to the median lethal dosage, the angular and logit
transforms closely approximate the probit transform in describing the
mortality-dosage relationship (Figure 3) and provide a simple means of

:         analysis.
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